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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Pedro Murillo has contributed to the dictionary with 84 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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&#34; ir y venir &#34; eje: cuando tú vas yo ya vengo.-
He relates in conversation with someone who wants to rip him off. Explain that you cannot be deceived by the attitudes
of the person with whom you dialogue.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be do not coax, do not be
deceived, do not take the story,  

abitahua
Written error of the word Habitúa, Verb Habituar and third person in present tense. 

alunisono
In music it is to start all at once to sing or play in the band or group. 

andragoso
Spelling mistake of Andrajoso, person who walks dirty as indigent. 

antiextremismo
Being completely against the ideas proposed by a group for being too strict before society. 

archioponente
Colloquium, whoever is leading you against most of the time.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be
super opponent, biggest opponent, big enemy 

avant
French word meaning Forward. 

bajo mundo
It is said of people who live outside the law. 

broma macabra
Joke in bad taste . Past comment of the line . 

caifas al chas chas
Pay the debt immediately, Mexican colloquium. -Give what is valuable.  or thing, (fall immediately). 

canilleras
Fabric protector and contoured foam for knee protection. 

carburointensiva
Engine or machine burns too much fuel. 

chayota
A vegetable that grows on pale green vines and appears to have soft spines around it. Large chayote . 



chirrion
Cutting of a branch of tree or shrub of 30 cm by 5 cm more or less free of leaves to impart punishment. 

cizalladora
Cutting machine used to reduce material by means of cuts in metal or wood, etc. 

clusterencomputacion
Sorting data to make an analysis of states by means of graphs or numbers and present them at conferences or
meetings by means of the computer. 

coleópteros carroñeros
Decaying meat-eating insect. Beetle. 

comeminga
Command yourself to eat penis. Who enjoys savoring the virile member. 

concepto de los paréntesis angulares
They are used to notify or emphasize the topic of which you are discussing. 

conductores despistados
They are the beings who drive their vehicles without paying attention to traffic signs and can cause accidents. 

controlar los esfínteres
Discreet way of saying no peerse or hecharse suction cups.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be not
to fart, not to deflate the tires 

cónyugue
Error of the word spouse = person united by a civil or religious certificate with another .  Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions can be the husband to, the better half, my worst is nothing, life partner 

cuaresme
Related to the period of Lent, Christian religion in which Jesus fasted for forty days. 

del norte
Referring to the wind, cardinal point bordering an area, city or country. 

desaplaque
Person who is on rest and does not work. 

desenredador
Machine or person who is dedicated to fixing something that has not been arranged correctly. 



desprendio
Something that is out of place, someone who gives without interest in receiving anything in return. 

diálogo interior
The mental bustle of the Human Being that never stops. -

discercion
Choosing or differentiating something between two things. 

diseñador de vídeos
Person who is dedicated to producing content, recording with camera or telephone on behalf of clients or own. 

don chinche
A colloquial of someone who itches or makes them hate them by making fun of others. 

echarse las palomas
Sexual connotation of a feminine who in the future will make love with masculines. 

errores crasos o garrafales
Indication of major errors. 

espectroscopía
The science of studying tiny things with the help of electron microscopes to see molecules exponentially. 

exhausted
Palbra in English which means exhausted. 

factoría gigante
Factory with great extension of property. -

falto de higiene
Person or place that is dirty and smelly. 

fastidios
Boredom of not doing something. 

gijueperra
Colloquium : Quick way to say son of a bitch. 

guaxmole
It is said of a Mexican dish made with guaje seeds. 



hacer un mandallo
Error of Doing an Errand = giving someone an order to do something or taréa . Running errands = Idiom of being
smarter than others. 

hecho grabado
Something historical, event occurred some time ago that has been recorded to make known how it was lived at that
time. 

heroxesual
Heterosexual's misspelled word, make love between man and woman. 

hiperviolencia
Concept that denotes too much violence.  Place where the law does not prevail. 

holgo
First person present tense of the verb Holgar. Spend time doing nothing, not working. 

hospitalazo
Mass hospitalization . 

hydroplaning
Anglisism of Hydroplane, is skating on pavement full of water causing the car to get out of control by not grabbing the
track or road well by being out of level said street when driving in a car. 

ilesos
Get out of danger or harm. Have no injuries or fractures. 

inapresable
That you can't get imprisoned. It is said of person(s) that they should not be legally detained. Not be a candidate to go to
prison. 

inmunoprotector
What protects the body from bacteria and viruses against infection like vaccines or natural compounds and chemicals to
maintain good health.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be uninfectable, anti-infective. 

invasividad
Vulnerable to being invaded. 

ir como un guarro
Person who gives more appearance or facade. -

jartado
In some South American countries used to mean, boring, annoying. In other countries it is used fed up. 



jocosas
They give laughs. 

jugar a los carritos
Immature or inexperienced boy. 

katharos
Translation from English to Spanish Cathars, group of beings belonging to a separate branch of the church in the 1000s.

las leyes duermen el sueño de los justos
It refers to people who obey and know the laws whether moral, physical, or spiritual. -

mandioquiña
Diminutive of cassava, food tuber. 

mercado libre
Sale of articles or services free of charge in any means of publication.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions
can be advertisements in newspapers, or sites in the buying and selling network. 

microemprender
Start your own business for the first time without having material to increase step by step until formalized in company. 

microetapa
Very short time pass. 

microfisura
Microscopic cracks or too small ones caused by pressure; Very fast cooling of metals when they are just welded and
fails to adhere to each other. 

monitor de ruidos
Electronic device that measures the decibels of noises Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be noise
recorder , noise monitor 

multicolores
Which has many nuances. It uses several colors. 

no mendigar
When someone is instructed not to go around asking for either money or food. 

nomotetico
It is said of whom by law is endowed to be able to name things. 



oaxaco
Masculine of Oaxaca, place of Mexico, The gentilicio is Oaxacan and perhaps they call it oaxaco in a derogatory way. 

oriundos
Typical of a place. Born in the place. 

ozonmetro
Ozone detector apparatus . 

papaw y pawpaw
English translation of Papaya. -

pelárselas a uno de tunas
Who doesn't care in the least, brave

reexpropiar
Taking away the power of ownership of something repeatedly. 

repugnancia a las grasas
Person who fears gaining weight due to meals with a lot of oil or shortening. 

ruidajal
Something that produces too much noise

sin asear
Uncleaned. -

tachuelita
Diminutive of tack, small nail sometimes with flat head used to make shoes etc.  Derogatory to point to something or
some person with very little height. 

tejaván
Tejabán is the roof of a place or bed for protection from the weather where they use weeds, reeds, palms, tiles. 

tierra alienígena
Unknown place. 

tordo negro
Bird or bird of small size that usually walks on cattle eating insects, is usually called zanate and fly in groups (spots) 

tufillos
Emanation, or bad smell that a body gives off due to sweating when it is hot or when it has gas. Diminutiv- Tufito, tufico,



person who wants to pass that has money. -

vestir santos
It is said of women who never married. 

viruelas
Plural of smallpox which is a contagious virus that spreads through the air and itches and when scratching pimples are
made and the skin shows these lesions in old age. 

¡bacán!
Idiom very in Colombia, also Bacano used instead of Good. 

¡vamos!
Invitation to go somewhere. Sexual connotation . 


